NUS REAL ESTATE CAREER INTERNSHIP FAIR JOB

FRIDAY, 26 JANUARY 2018
10AM TO 5PM
SDE 3 LEVEL 4

INFO SESSIONS:
10:00AM – Frasers Centrepoint (LR421)
11:00AM – HDB (LR425)
12:00PM – IRAS (LR425)
01:00PM – SLA (LR425)
02:00PM – CBRE (LR425)
03:00PM – JTC (LR425)
04:00PM – EM Services (LR425)

- Participating companies -
  • CBRE • Keppel Land • Colliers •
  • Mapletree Investments • JTC Corporation •
  • JLL • Colliers • Knight Frank •
  • Frasers Centrepoint • Lendlease •
  • HDB • SLA • HVS • ZACD Group • Global Enterprise Exchange • EM Services and more...

- More than 100 positions available -